The working-from-home revolution

Level 2 • Upper intermediate

KEY

1 Warmer

Suggested answers

Could be done from home
banker, computer programmer, journalist, lawyer, teacher (doctor, some of the time)

Cannot be done from home
construction worker, doctor, driver, pilot, police officer

2 Key words

1. pandemic
2. lockdown
3. restriction
4. shift
5. productivity
6. remotely
7. run on
8. adapt
9. resistant
10. costly

3 Find the information

1. about 5%
2. WPP
3. 100,000
4. about 250
5. at least 5%
6. airlines, hotels, the commercial property sector

4 Comprehension check

1. F
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. T
6. F

5 Find the word

1. workforce
2. challenging
3. transition
4. virtualization
5. perspective
6. concertina
7. forward-thinking
8. ultimately

6 Two-word expressions

1. c
2. e
3. f
4. a
5. b
6. d

7 Word-building

1. financial
2. traditional
3. cultural
4. commercial
5. fortunate
6. costly